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AbstratWe present a method for the veri�ation of safety properties of onurrent systems whih onsistof �nite sets of in�nite state proesses. Systems and properties are spei�ed by using onstraintlogi programs, and the inferene engine for verifying properties is provided by a tehnique basedon unfold/fold program transformations. We deal with properties of �nite sets of proesses ofarbitrary ardinality, and in order to do so, we onsider onstraint logi programs where theonstraint theory is the Weak Monadi Seond Order Theory of k Suessors. Our veri�a-tion method onsists in transforming the programs that speify the properties of interest intoequivalent programs where the truth of these properties an be heked by simple inspetion inonstant time. We present a strategy for guiding the appliation of the unfold/fold rules andrealizing the transformations in a semiautomati way.Key words: Veri�ation of onurrent systems, onstraint logi programming, program trans-formation





3.1. IntrodutionModel heking is a well established tehnique for the veri�ation of temporal properties ofonurrent systems onsisting of a �xed number of �nite state proesses [6℄. Reently, there havebeen various proposals to extend model heking for verifying properties of systems onsisting ofan arbitrary number of in�nite state proesses (see, for instane, [18, 21, 25℄). The veri�ationproblem addressed by these new proposals an be formulated as follows: given a system SNonsisting of N in�nite state proesses and a temporal property 'N , prove that, for all N , thesystem SN veri�es property 'N .The main diÆulty of this veri�ation problem is that most properties of interest, suh assafety and liveness properties, are undeidable for that lass of onurrent systems, and thus,there annot be any omplete method for their veri�ation. For this reason, all proposed methodsresort to semiautomati tehniques, based on either (i) mathematial indution, or (ii) redutionto �nite state model heking by abstration.This paper desribes a method for verifying safety properties of systems onsisting of anarbitrary number of proesses whose set of states an be either �nite or in�nite. For reasonsof simpliity, throughout this paper we will refer to these proesses as in�nite state proesses.Our method avoids the use mathematial indution by abstrating away from the number Nof proesses atually present in the system. Indeed, this parameter ours in the enoding ofneither the systems nor the safety properties to be veri�ed. These enodings are expressed asConstraint Logi Programs [14℄, CLP for short, whose onstraints are formulas of the WeakMonadi Seond-order Theory of k Suessors, denoted WSkS [28℄. These programs will bealled CLP(WSkS) programs. By using these enodings, the atual ardinality of the set ofproesses present in the systems is not required in the proofs of the properties of interest.Our method uses unfold/fold transformations [5, 20, 26℄ as inferene rules for onstrutingproofs. There are other veri�ation methods proposed in the literature whih use programtransformation or are based on CLP [7, 12, 13, 17, 19, 22, 23℄, but those methods deal eitherwith: (i) �nite state systems [19, 22℄, or (ii) in�nite state systems where the number N of in�nitestate proesses is �xed in advane [7, 12, 13, 17℄, or (iii) parameterized systems, that is, systemsonsisting of an arbitrary number of �nite state proesses [23℄. A more detailed disussion ofthese methods an be found in Setion 6.We assume that in our onurrent systems, every proess evolves depending on its loal state,alled the proess state, and depending also on the state of the other proesses. Correspondingly,the whole system evolves and its global state, alled the system state, hanges. We also assumethat eah proess state onsists of a pair hn; si 2 IN�CS , where IN denotes the set of naturalnumbers and CS is a given �nite set. n and s are alled the ounter and the ontrol state of theproess, respetively. Notie that, during the evolution of the system, eah proess may reahan in�nite number of distint states.This notion of proess state derives from the spei�ation of the Bakery Protool (see Setion 3below) where a proess is viewed as a �nite state automaton whih at eah instante in time, isin a given ontrol state and holds a natural number in a ounter. We think, however, that ournotion of proess state is general enough to allow the spei�ation of a large lass of onurrentsystems.Sine two distint proesses in a given system may have the same hounter, ontrol statei pair,a system state is a multiset of proess states.As usual in model heking, a onurrent system is spei�ed as a Kripke struture K =hS; S0; R;Ei, where: (i) S is the set of system states, that is, the set of multisets of hontrol



4.state, ounteri pairs, (ii) S0 � S is a set of initial system states, (iii) R � S � S is a transitionrelation, and (iv) E � P(S) is a �nite set of elementary properties.We also assume that for all hX;Y i 2R, we have that Y = (X�fxg) [ fyg where: (i) x andy are some proess states, and (ii) the di�erene and union operations are to be understood asmultiset operations. Thus, a transition from a system state to a new system state onsists inreplaing a proess state by a new proess state. This assumption implies that: (i) the numberof proesses in the onurrent systems does not hange over time, and (ii) the onurrent systemis asynhronous, that is, the proesses of the system do not neessarily synhronize their ations.We will address the problem of proving safety properties of systems. A safety propertyis expressed by a formula of the Computational Tree Logi [6℄ (CTL, for short) of the form:EF (unsafe), where unsafe is an elementary property and EF is a temporal operator. Themeaning of any suh formula is given via the satisfation relation K;X0 j= :EF (unsafe) whihholds for a Kripke struture K and a system state X0 i� there is no sequene of states X0;X1; : : : ;Xn suh that: (i) for i = 0; : : : ; n� 1, hXi;Xi+1i 2 R and (ii) Xn 2 unsafe.We may extend our method to prove more omplex properties, besides safety properties. Inpartiular, we may onsider those properties whih an be expressed by using, in addition to: and EF, other logial onnetives and CTL temporal operators. However, for reasons ofsimpliity, in this paper we deal with safety properties only, and we do not onsider nestedtemporal operators.Now we outline our method for verifying that, for all initial system states X of a given Kripkestruture K, the safety property ' holds. We use the notions of loally strati�ed program andperfet model and for them we refer to [2℄.Veri�ation Method.Step 1. (System and Property Spei�ation) We introdue: (i) a WSkS formula init(X) whihharaterizes the initial system states, that is, X is an initial system state i� init(X) holds, and(ii) a loally strati�ed CLP(WSkS) program PK whih de�nes a binary prediate sat suh thatfor eah system state X,K;X j= ' i� sat(X;') 2M(PK) (y)where M(PK) denotes the perfet model of the program PK.Step 2. (Proof Method) We introdue a new prediate f de�ned by the following CLP(WSkS)lause F : f(X) init(X); sat (X;'), where X is a variable. We then apply the transformationrules of Setion 4, and from program PK [ fFg we derive a new program Pf .If the lause f(X)  init(X) ours in Pf then for all initial system states X, we have thatK;X j= ' holds.The hoie of the perfet model as the semantis of the program PK requires a few words ofexplanation. By de�nition, K;X j= :' holds i� K;X j= ' does not hold, and by using (y), thisfat an be expressed by the lause:C : sat(X;:')  : sat(X;')where : in the head of C is interpreted as a funtion symbol, while : in the body of C isinterpreted as negation by (�nite or in�nite) failure. Now, sine lause C is a loally strati�edlause and the other lauses for sat do not ontain negated atoms (see Setion 2.2), the semantisof negation by failure is the one aptured by the perfet model (reall that for loally strati�edprograms the perfet model is idential to the stable model and also to the well-founded model[2℄).



5.The paper is strutured as follows. In Setion 2 we desribe Step 1 of our veri�ation methodand we introdue CLP(WSkS) programs, that is, onstraint logi programs whose onstraints areformulas in the WSkS theory. In Setion 3 we illustrate our spei�ation method by onsideringthe ase of a system of N proesses whih use the Bakery Protool for ensuring mutual exlusion[16℄. In Setion 4 we present Step 2 of our veri�ation method and we see how it is realizedby applying suitable rules for program transformation. These rules are adaptations to the aseof loally strati�ed CLP(WSkS) programs of the unfold/fold rules for generi CLP programspresented in [9, 12℄. We also provide a semiautomati strategy for guiding the appliation of thetransformation rules and proving the properties of interest. In Setion 5, we see our strategy ination for the veri�ation of a safety property the N -proess Bakery Protool. Finally, in Setion6 we ompare our paper with the literature in the �eld and we disuss possible enhanementsof our method.2. System and Property Spei�ation Using Constraint Logi Programs overWSkSIn this setion we illustrate Step 1 of our veri�ation method and, in partiular, we indiate howto speify: (i) a system onsisting of a set of in�nite state proesses, and (ii) a safety propertywe want to prove. We speify the given system by a Kripke struture K = hS; S0; R;Ei where:(i) S is the set of �nite sets of �nite strings, whih are ground terms of the WSkS theory, and(ii) S0, R, and E are spei�ed by suitable WSkS formulas. We speify the given safety propertyby de�ning a sat relation by means of a CLP program PK whose onstraints are WSkS formulas.2.1. Constraint Logi Programs over WSkSThe Weak Monadi Seond Order Theory of k Suessors is a deidable theory whih an beused for expressing properties of �nite sets of �nite strings over an alphabet of k symbols [27, 28℄.The syntax of WSkS is de�ned as follows. Let us onsider a set � = fs1; : : : ; skg of k symbols,alled suessors, and a set Ivars of individual variables. An individual term is either a string� or a string x�, where x 2 Ivars and � 2 ��, where �� denotes the set of all �nite strings ofsuessor symbols. By " we denote the empty string.Let us also onsider the set Svars of set variables ranged over by X;Y; : : :WSkS terms are either individual terms or set variables.Atomi formulas of WSkS are either: (i) equalities between individual terms, written t1= t2,or (ii) inequalities between individual terms, written t1� t2, or (iii) membership atomi formulas,written t2X, where t is an individual term and X is a set variable.The formulas of WSkS are onstruted from the atomi formulas by means of the usuallogial onnetives and the quanti�ers over individual variables and set variables. Given anytwo individual terms, t1 and t2, we will also write: (i) t1 6= t2 as a shorthand for : (t1= t2), and(ii) t1<t2 as a shorthand for t1� t2 ^ : (t1= t2).The semantis of WSkS formulas is de�ned by onsidering the interpretation W with domain�� suh that = is interpreted as string equality, � is interpreted as the pre�x ordering on strings,and 2 is interpreted as membership of a string to a �nite set of strings. We say that a losedWSkS formula ' holds i� the satisfation relationW j= ' holds. The relationW j= ' is reursive[27℄.A CLP(WSkS) program is a set of many-sorted �rst order formulas [8℄. There are three sorts:string, stringset, and tree, interpreted as �nite strings, �nite sets of strings, and �nite trees,



6.respetively. We use many-sorted logi to avoid the formation of meaningless lauses suh asp(X; s1)  X= s1, where X is a set variable of sort stringset and s1 is a onstant in � of sortstring.CLP(WSkS) terms are either WSkS terms or ordinary terms (that is, terms onstruted outof variables, onstants, and funtion symbols whih are all distint from those used for WSkSterms). The WSkS individual terms are assigned the sort string, the WSkS set variables areassigned the sort stringset, and ordinary terms are assigned the sort tree. Eah prediate of arityn is assigned the sort hi1; : : : ; ini, where for j=1; : : : ; n, ij is the sort of its j-th argument. Forinstane, the prediate 2 is assigned the sort hstring ; stringseti. We assume that CLP(WSkS)programs are onstruted by omplying with the sorts of terms and prediates.An atom is an atomi formula whose prediate symbol is not in f�;=;2g. As usual, a literalis either an atom or a negated atom. A CLP(WSkS) lause is of the form A  ; L1; : : : ; Ln,where A is an atom,  is a formula of WSkS, and L1; : : : ; Ln are literals. We an extendto CLP(WSkS) programs the de�nitions of loally strati�ed programs and perfet models, byadapting the orresponding de�nitions whih are given for logi programs [2℄.2.2. The Spei�ation MethodNow we present our method for speifying systems and their safety properties by usingCLP(WSkS) programs. Reall that a system is spei�ed as a Kripke struture hS; S0; R;Eiand a system state in S is a multiset of proess states, that is, a multiset of pairs hn; si wheren 2 IN is a ounter and s 2 CS is a ontrol state. We assume that CS is a �nite set fs1; : : : ; shgof symbols.Now, let us indiate how to speify the four omponents of the Kripke struture.(A) The Set S of System States. We onsider the following set of suessor symbols:� = f1; 2g [CS . A proess state is represented as a term of the form 1ns2m, where: (i) 1n and2m are (possibly empty) strings of 1's and 2's, respetively, and (ii) s is an element of CS . Fora proess state 1ns2m we have that: (i) the string 1n represents its ounter (the empty string "represents the ounter 0), and (ii) the symbol s represents its ontrol state. The string 2m, withdi�erent values of m, is used to allow di�erent terms to represent the same hounter, ontrolstatei pair, so that a set of terms eah of whih is of the form 1ns2m an be used to representa multiset of proess states. Thus, a system state in S, being a multiset of proess states, isrepresented as a set of terms, eah of whih is of the form 1ns2m.Now we will show that proess states and system states are expressible as formulas in WSkS.First we need the following de�nitions (for larifying the reader's ideas, here and in the sequel,we write between parentheses the intended meanings):� is-n(x ) � 9X ((8y y 2 X ! (y=" _ 9z (y=z 1 ^ z2X))) ^ x2X)(x is a term of the form 1n for some n�0, i.e., x is a ounter)� is-s(x ) � x=s1 _ : : : _ x=sh(x2CS , i.e., x is a ontrol state)Here are the WSkS formulas whih de�ne proess states and system states:� ps(x) � 9X ((8y y2X ! (9n9s y=n s ^ is-n(n) ^ is-s(s)) _9z (y=z 2 ^ z2X))) ^ x2X)(x is a proess state, that is, a term of the form 1ns2m for some n;m�0 and s2CS )



7.� ss(X) �8x (x 2 X ! ps(x )) (X is a system state, that is, a set of terms of the form1ns2m)(B) The Set S0 of Initial System States. The set S0 of initial system states is spei�ed bya WSkS formula init(X) where the set variable X is the only free variable, that is, X 2 S0 i�W j= init(X).(C) The Transition Relation R. Now we desribe the general form of the WSkS formulaswhih an be used for de�ning the transition relation R. We need the following two de�nitions:� n(x; n) � ps(x ) ^ is-n(n) ^ n�x ^ (8y (y�x ^ is-n(y)) ! y�n)(n is the ounter of proess state x)� s(x; s) � ps(x ) ^ is-s(s) ^ (9y 9z (y�x ^ is-n(z ) ^ y=z s)(s is the ontrol state of proess state x)We reall that a transition onsists in replaing in a system state an old proess state by a newproess state. This replaement is de�ned as follows (here and in the sequel the angle braketsh, i are used only to improve readability and they should not be onsidered as belonging to thesyntax of WSkS):� replae(hn1; s1i;X; hn2; s2i; Y ) � ss(X ) ^ ss(Y) ^9x (x2X ^ n(x; n1) ^ s(x; s1))^9y (y2Y ^ n(y; n2) ^ s(y; s2))^8z ((z2X ^ z 6= x)$ (z2Y ^ z 6= y))(Y = (X�fxg)[fyg for some proess states x 2 X and y 2 Y suh that: (i) x has ountern1 and ontrol state s1 and (ii) y has ounter n2 and ontrol state s2)We assume that any given transition relation R is spei�ed by a �nite disjuntion of h formulas,that is, hX;Y i 2 R i� W j= r(X;Y ), where r(X;Y ) � r1(X;Y ) _ : : : _ rh(X;Y ) and, fori = 1; : : : ; h:� ri(X;Y ) � 9n1 9s1 9n2 9s2 (replae(hn1; s1i;X; hn2; s2i; Y )^event i(hn1; s1i;X; hn2; s2i)where event i(hn1; s1i;X; hn2; s2i) is a WSkS formula. In Setion 3 we will present some examplesof these formulas.(D) The Set E of Elementary Properties. Eah elementary property � 2 E of the systemstates is spei�ed by a formula e(X) where the set variable X is the only free variable, that is,X 2 � i� W j= e(X).To end this setion we indiate how to speify a safety property of a system by using aCLP(WSkS) program. Let us onsider: (i) a system spei�ed by a Kripke struture K =hS; S0; R;Ei whose elementary properties are �1; : : : ; �m, spei�ed by the formulas e1(X); : : : ;em(X), respetively, and whose transition relation is spei�ed by r1(X;Y )_ : : :_ rh(X;Y ), and(ii) a safety property of the form :EF (�), where � is an elementary property. We introdue thefollowing CLP(WSkS) program PK:sat(X; �1) e1(X)� � �sat(X; �m) em(X)sat(X;:')  : sat(X;')



8. sat(X;EF ('))  sat(X;')sat(X;EF ('))  r1(X;Y ), sat(Y;EF ('))� � �sat(X;EF ('))  rh(X;Y ), sat(Y;EF ('))whih spei�es the safety property :EF (�) in the sense that, for every system state X in S, thefollowing holds [11℄: K;X j= :EF (�) i� sat(X;:EF (�)) 2M(PK)Notie that the program PK is loally strati�ed w.r.t. the size of the seond argument of sat,and thus, it has a unique perfet model, denoted M(PK).3. An Example of the Spei�ation of a System and a Property: The N -Proess Bakery ProtoolIn this setion we illustrate our method for speifying systems and properties in the ase of theN-proess Bakery Protool. This protool ensures mutual exlusion in a system made out of Nproesses whih use a shared resoure. Mutual exlusion holds i� the shared resoure is used byat most one proess at a time.Let us �rst give a brief desription of the protool [16℄. In this protool eah proess state is ahounter, ontrol statei pair hn; si, where the ontrol state s is either t or w or u. The onstantst, w, and u stand for think, wait, and use, respetively. Let us denote the set ft; w; ug by CS. Asin the general ase, in this protool a system state is a multiset of proess states.A system state is initial i� eah of its proess states is h0; ti.The transition relation from a system state X to a new system state Y , is spei�ed as follows(reall that the � and [ operations refer to multisets):(T1: from think to wait) if there exists a proess state hn; ti in X, then Y = (X � fhn; tig) [fhm+1; wig, where m is the maximum value of the ounters of the proesses states in X,(T2: from wait to use) if there exists a proess state hn; wi in X suh that, for any proess statehm; si in X � fhn; wig, either m = 0 or n<m, then Y = (X � fhn; wig) [ fhn; uig, and(T3: from use to think) Y = (X � fhn; uig) [ fh0; tig.The mutual exlusion property is expressed by the CTL formula :EF (unsafe), where unsafeis an elementary property whih holds in a system state X i� there are at least two distintproess states in X with ontrol state u.In order to give a formal spei�ation of our N -proess Bakery Protool we use the 5 suessorsymbols: 1, 2, t, w, and u. Thus, we onsider the WS5S theory.(A) The System States. A system state is a set of terms, eah of whih is of the form 1ns2m,where s is an element of ft; w; ug.(B) The Initial System States. A system state X is initial i� W j= init(X), where:� init(X) � 8x (x2X ! (n(x; ") ^ s(x; t)))(all proess states in X have ounter 0 and ontrol state t)(C) The Transition Relation. For speifying the transition relation for the N -proess BakeryProtool we need the following two prediates max and min:� max (X,m) � 9x (x2X ^ n(x;m)) ^ 8y 8n ((y2X ^ n(y; n)) ! n�m)(m is the maximum ounter in the system state X)



9.� min(X,m) � 9x (x2X ^ n(x;m)) ^8y 8n ((y2X ^ y 6=x ^ n(y; n)) ! (n=" _ m<n))(In the system state X there exists a proess state x with ounter m suh that the ounterof any proess state in X � fxg is either 0 or greater than m. Reall that the term "represents the ounter 0.)The transition relation between system states is de�ned as follows: hX;Y i 2 R i� W j=tw (X;Y )_wu(X;Y )_ut(X;Y ), where the prediates tw, wu, and ut orrespond to the transitionof a proess from think to wait, from wait to use, and from use to think, respetively. We havethat:� tw (X;Y ) � 9n1 9s1 9n2 9s2 replae(hn1; s1i;X; hn2; s2i; Y ) ^s1 = t ^ 9m (max (X;m) ^ n2 = m 1) ^ s2 = w(Y = (X�fxg) [ fyg, where x is a proess state in X with ontrol state t, and y is aproess with ontrol state w and ounter m+1 suh that m is the maximum ounter in X.Notie that the term m 1 represents the ounter m+1)� wu(X;Y ) � 9n1 9s1 9n2 9s2 replae(hn1; s1i;X; hn2; s2i; Y ) ^s1 = w ^ min(X;n1) ^ n2 = n1 ^ s2 = u(Y = (X�fxg) [ fyg, where x is a proess state in X with ounter n1 and ontrol state wsuh that the ounter of any proess state in X�fxg is either 0 or greater than n1, and yis a proess state with ounter n1 and ontrol state u)� ut(X;Y ) �9n1 9s1 9n2 9s2 replae(hn1; s1i;X; hn2; s2i; Y ) ^s1 = u ^ n2 = " ^ s2 = t(Y = (X�fxg) [ fyg, where x is a proess state in X with ontrol state u, and y is aproess state with ounter 0 and ontrol state t)(D) The Elementary Properties. The unsafety property holds in eah system state X suhthat W j= unsafe(X), where:� unsafe(X) � 9x9y (x 2 X ^ y 2 X ^ x 6= y ^ s(x; u) ^ s(y; u))(there exist two distint proess states in X with ontrol state u)The following loally strati�ed CLP(WSkS) program PBakery de�nes the prediate sat of Step 1of our veri�ation method.sat(X; unsafe)  unsafe(X)sat(X;:F )  : sat(X;F )sat(X;EF ('))  sat(X;')sat(X;EF ('))  tw(X;Y ), sat(Y;EF ('))sat(X;EF ('))  wu(X;Y ), sat(Y;EF ('))sat(X;EF ('))  ut(X;Y ), sat(Y;EF ('))Thus, in order to verify the safety of the Bakery Protool we have to prove that, for all systemstates X,if init(X) holds then sat(X;:EF (unsafe)) 2M(PBakery ).



10.4. Rules and Strategy for Veri�ationIn this setion we show how Step 2 of our veri�ation method is performed by using unfold/foldrules for transforming CLP(WSkS) programs. These rules are presented below. They are sim-ilar to those introdued in [9, 12℄. We also present a semiautomati strategy for guiding theappliation of these transformation rules.For presenting the transformation rules we need the following notation and terminology. ByFV (') we denote the set of free variables ourring in '. By v; w; : : : (possibly with subsripts),we denote variables in Ivars [ Svars . We say that the atom A is failed in program P i� in Pthere is no lause whose head is uni�able with A. The set of useless prediates of a programP is the maximal set U of prediates ourring in P suh that the prediate p is in U i� thebody of eah lause de�ning p in P ontains a positive literal whose prediate is in U . The setof useless lauses of a program P is the set of lauses de�ning useless prediates in P .The proess of transforming a given CLP(WSkS) program P0 whereby deriving program Pn,an be formalized as a sequene P0; : : : ; Pn of programs, alled a transformation sequene, wherefor r = 0; : : : ; n�1, program Pr+1 is obtained from program Pr by applying one of the followingtransformation rules.R1. Constrained Atomi De�nition. Let Æ be the lause:newp(v1; : : : ; vn) ;Awhere: (i) newp is a new prediate symbol not ourring in P0; : : : ; Pr, and (ii) fv1; : : : ; vng =FV (;A). Then Pr+1 = Pr [ fÆg.Clause Æ is alled a de�nition lause and for i � 0, Defsi is the set of de�nition lauses introduedduring the transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pi. In partiular, Defs0 = ;.R2. Unfolding. Let  2 Pr be the lause H  ;G1; L;G2.(R2p) If L is an atom A and fAj  j ; Bj j j = 1; : : : ;mg is the set of all renamed apartlauses in Pr suh that the atoms A and Aj are uni�able via a most general uni�er #j, thenPr+1 = (Pr � fg) [ f(H  ; j ; G1; Bj ; G2)#j j j = 1; : : : ;mg.(R2n) If L is a negated atom :A and A is failed in Pr, then Pr+1 = (Pr�fg)[fH  ; G1; G2g.R3. Constrained Atomi Folding. Let  be the lause H  ;G1; L;G2 in Pr, where L iseither the atom A or the negated atom :A. Let Æ be a de�nition lause newp(v1; : : : ; vn) d;Ain Defsr, suh that W j= 8w1; : : : ; wm(! d), where fw1; : : : ; wmg = FV (! d).(R3p) If L is A then Pr+1 = (Pr � fg) [ fH  ;G1;newp(v1; : : : ; vn); G2g.(R3n) If L is :A then Pr+1 = (Pr � fg) [ fH  ;G1;:newp(v1; : : : ; vn); G2g.R4. Clause Removal. Pr+1 = Pr � fg if one of the following two ases ours.(R4f)  is the lause H  ;G and  is unsatis�able, that is, W j= 8v1; : : : ; vn :, wherefv1; : : : ; vng = FV ().(R4u)  is useless in Pr.R5. Constraint Replaement. Let  be the lause H  1; G. If for some WSkS formula2 we have that W j= 8w1; : : : ; wn (1$ 2), where fw1; : : : ; wng = FV (1$ 2), then Pr+1 =(Pr � fg) [ fH  2; Gg.These rules are di�erent from those introdued in the ase of general programs by Seki [24℄. Inpartiular, Seki's folding rule an be used for replaing a lause : H  ;G1;:A;G2 by a newlause 1: H  ;G1;newp(: : :); G2, but not by a new lause 2: H  ;G1;:newp(: : :); G2.The replaement of lause  by lause 2 is possible by using our folding rule R3n.



11.It an be shown that, under suitable restritions, the transformation rules presented abovepreserve the perfet model semantis [11℄.Step 2 of our veri�ation method onsists in applying the transformation rules R1{R5 aord-ing to a transformation strategy whih we desribe below. We will see this strategy in ationfor the veri�ation of a safety property of the N -proess Bakery Protool (see Setion 5).Suppose that we are given a system spei�ed by a Kripke struture K and a safety formula', and we want to verify that K;X j= ' holds for all initial system states X. Suppose also thatK and ' are given by a CLP(WSkS) program PK as desribed in Setion 2.2. We proeed asfollows. First we onsider the lause:F. f(X) init(X); sat(X;')where: (i) f is a new prediate symbol, and (ii) W j= init(X) i� X is an initial system state.Then we apply the following transformation strategy whih uses a generalization funtiongen. Given a WSkS formula  and a literal L whih is the atom A or the negated atom :A,the funtion gen returns a de�nition lause newp(v1; : : : ; vn)  d;A suh that: (i) newp is anew prediate symbol, (ii) fv1; : : : ; vng = FV (d;A), and (iii) W j= 8w1; : : : ; wn ( ! d), wherefw1; : : : ; wng = FV (! d).Transformation StrategyInput : (i) Program PK, (ii) lause F : f(X) init(X); sat (X;'), and (iii) generalization funtiongen.Output : A program Pf suh that for every system state X, f(X) 2 M(PK [ fFg) i� f(X) 2M(Pf ).Phase A. Defs := fFg; NewDefs := fFg; P := PK;while NewDefs 6= ; do1. from P [NewDefs derive P [ Cunf by unfolding one eah lause in NewDefs;2. from P [ Cunf derive P [ Cr by removing all lauses with unsatis�able body;3. NewDefs := ;;for eah lause  2 Cr of the form H  ;G and for eah literal L in the goal G suh that annot be folded w.r.t. L using a lause in Defs doNewDefs := NewDefs [ fgen(; L)g;4. Defs := Defs [NewDefs;5. fold eah lause in Cr w.r.t. all literals in its body whereby deriving P [ Cd ;6. P := P [ Cdend-whilePhase B.1. from P derive Pu by removing all useless lauses in P ;2. from Pu derive Pf by unfolding the lauses in Pu w.r.t. every failed negative literal ourringin them.



12.Step 2 of the veri�ation method ends by heking whether or not lause f(X) init(X) oursin program Pf . If it ours, then for all initial system states X, we have that K;X j= '.The orretness of our veri�ation method is a onsequene of the following two fats: (i) thetransformation rules preserve perfet models, and (ii) perfet models are models of the omple-tion of a program [2℄.Theorem 4.1. [Corretness of the Veri�ation Method℄ Given a Kripke struture K and a safetyproperty ', if f(X)  init(X) ours in Pf then for all initial system states X, we have thatK;X j= '.Proof : Let us assume that f(X)  init(X) ours in Pf and let us onsider an initial systemstate I. Thus, W j= init(I) and f(I) 2 M(Pf ). By the orretness of the transformationrules [11℄, we have that f(I) 2 M(PK [ fFg). Sine: (i) M(PK [ fFg) is a model of theompletion omp(PK [ fFg), (ii) the formula 8X (f(X) $ (init(X) ^ sat(X;')) belongs toomp(PK [ fFg), and (iii) W j= init(I) we have that sat(I; ') 2 M(PK [ fFg). Now, sine nosat atom in M(PK [ fFg) an be inferred by using lause F , we have that sat(I; ') 2 M(PK),that is, K; I j= '. 2 2The automation of our transformation strategy depends on the availability of a suitable gener-alization funtion gen. In partiular, our strategy terminates whenever the odomain of gen isa �nite set of de�nition lauses. Suitable generalization funtions with �nite odomain an beonstruted by following an approah similar to the one desribed in [12℄. More on this issuewill be mentioned in Setion 6.Finally, let us notie that our veri�ation method is inomplete, in the sense that there exista Kripke struture K, an initial system state X, and a safety property ', suh that K;X j= 'holds, and yet there is no sequene of appliations of the transformation rules whih leadsfrom the program PK [ ff(X)  init(X); sat (X;')g to a program Pf ontaining the lausef(X)  init(X). This inompleteness limitation annot be overome, beause the problem ofverifying properties of �nite sets of in�nite state proesses is undeidable and not semideidable.This is a onsequene of the fat that the uniform veri�ation of parameterized systems onsistingof �nite state proesses is undeidable [3℄.5. Verifying the N -proess Bakery Protool via Program TransformationIn this setion we show how Step 2 of our veri�ation method desribed in Setion 4 is per-formed for verifying the safety of the N -proess Bakery Protool. We apply the unfold/foldtransformation rules to the onstraint logi program PBakery (see end of Setion 3) aording tothe transformation strategy of Setion 4.As already remarked at the end of Setion 4, the appliation of our strategy an be fullyautomati, provided that we are given a generalization funtion whih introdues new de�nitionlauses needed for the folding steps (see Point 3 of the transformation strategy). In partiular,during the appliation of the transformation strategy for the veri�ation of the N -proess BakeryProtool whih we now present, we have that: (i) all formulas to be heked for applyingthe transformations rules are formulas of WS5S, and thus, they are deidable, and (ii) thegeneralization funtion is needed for introduing lauses d3, d9, and d16 (see below).We start o� by introduing the following new de�nition lause:d1. f(X)  init(X), sat(X;:EF (unsafe))



13.Our goal is to transform the program PBakery[fd1g into a program Pf whih ontains a lauseof the form f(X)  init(X).We start Phase A by unfolding lause 1 w.r.t. the sat atom, thereby obtaining:2. f(X)  init(X), : sat(X;EF (unsafe))The onstraint init(X) is satis�able and lause 2 annot be folded using the de�nition laused1. Thus, we introdue the new de�nition lause:d3. newp1(X)  init(X), sat(X;EF (unsafe))By using lause d3 we fold lause 2, and we obtain:4. f(X)  init(X), : newp1(X)We proeed by applying the unfolding rule to the newly introdued lause d3, thereby obtaining:5. newp1(X)  init(X) ^ unsafe(X)6. newp1(X)  init(X) ^ tw(X;Y ), sat(Y;EF (unsafe))7. newp1(X)  init(X) ^ wu(X;Y ), sat(Y;EF (unsafe))8. newp1(X)  init(X) ^ ut(X;Y ), sat(Y;EF (unsafe))Clauses 5, 7 and 8 are removed, beause their bodies ontain unsatis�able onstraints. Indeed,the following formulas hold: (i) 8X :(init(X) ^ unsafe(X)), (ii) 8X 8Y :(init(X) ^ wu(X;Y )),and (iii) 8X 8Y :(init(X) ^ ut(X;Y )).Clause 6 annot be folded using either d1 or d3, beause 8X 8Y (init(X)^tw (X;Y )! init(Y ))does not hold. Thus, in order to fold lause 6, we introdue the new de�nition lause:d9. newp2(X)  (X), sat(X;EF (unsafe))where (X) is a new onstraint de�ned by the following WS5S formula:8x (x 2 X ! ((n(x; ") ^ s(x; t)) _ (9 (n(x; ) ^ "<) ^ s(x; w))))This formula tells us that every proess state in the system state X is either the pair h0; ti orthe pair h; wi for some >0. We have that 8X 8Y (init(X)^ tw (X;Y )! (Y )) holds and thus,we an fold 6 using d9. We obtain:10. newp1(X)  init(X) ^ tw (X;Y ), newp2(Y )By unfolding the de�nition lause d9 we obtain:11. newp2(X)  (X) ^ unsafe(X)12. newp2(X)  (X) ^ tw(X;Y ), sat(Y;EF (unsafe))13. newp2(X)  (X) ^ wu(X;Y ), sat(Y;EF (unsafe))14. newp2(X)  (X) ^ ut(X;Y ), sat(Y;EF (unsafe))Clauses 11 and 14 have unsatis�able onstraints in their bodies and we remove them. Indeed,the following formulas hold: (i) 8X :((X) ^ unsafe(X)), and (ii) 8X 8Y :((X) ^ ut(X;Y )).We fold lause 12 by using the already introdued de�nition lause d9, beause 8X 8Y ((X)^tw (X;Y )! (Y )) holds. We obtain:15. newp2(X)  (X) ^ tw(X;Y ), newp2(Y )However, lause 13 annot be folded by using a de�nition lause introdued so far. Thus, inorder to fold lause 13, we introdue the following new de�nition lause:d16. newp3(X)  d(X), sat(X;EF (unsafe))where the onstraint d(X) is the WS5S formula:8x (x 2 X ! ((n(x; ") ^ s(x; t)) _(9 (n(x; ) ^ "< ) ^ s(x; w)) _(9n (n(x; n) ^ min(X;n) ^ "<n) ^ s(x; u)))



14.This formula tells us that every proess state in the system state X is either h0; ti, or h; wifor some > 0, or hn; ui for some n> 0 suh that no proess state in X has a positive ountersmaller than n. We have that 8X 8Y ((X) ^ wu(X;Y ) ! d(Y )) holds, and thus, we an foldlause 13 using lause d16. We obtain:17. newp2(X)  (X) ^ wu(X;Y ), newp3(Y )We now proeed by applying the unfolding rule to the de�nition lause d16 and we get:18. newp3(X)  d(X) ^ unsafe(X)19. newp3(X)  d(X) ^ tw (X;Y ), sat(Y;EF (unsafe))20. newp3(X)  d(X) ^ wu(X;Y ), sat(Y;EF (unsafe))21. newp3(X)  d(X) ^ ut(X;Y ), sat(Y;EF (unsafe))We remove lause 18 beause its body ontains an unsatis�able onstraint beause 8X :(d(X) ^unsafe(X)) holds. Then, we fold lauses 19, 20, and 21 by using the de�nition lauses d16, d16,and d9, respetively. Indeed, the following three formulas hold:8X 8Y (d(X) ^ tw (X;Y ) ! d(Y ))8X 8Y (d(X) ^ wu(X;Y ) ! d(Y ))8X 8Y (d(X) ^ ut(X;Y ) ! (Y ))We get:22. newp3(X)  d(X) ^ tw (X;Y ), newp3(Y )23. newp3(X)  d(X) ^ wu(X;Y ), newp3(Y )24. newp3(X)  d(X) ^ ut(X;Y ), newp2(Y )Sine these last folding steps were performed without introduing new de�nition lauses, weterminate Phase A of our transformation proess. The program derived so far is PBakery [f4; 10; 15; 17; 22; 23; 24g.Now we proeed by performing Phase B of our transformation strategy. We remove theuseless lauses 10, 15, 17, 22, 23, and 24, whih de�ne the prediates newp1, newp2, and newp3.Therefore, we derive the program PBakery [ f4g. Then we apply the unfolding rule to lause 4w.r.t. the literal :newp1(X), where newp1(X) is a failed atom (see Point R2n of the unfoldingrule). We obtain:25. f(X)  init(X)Thus, we derive the �nal program Pf whih is PBakery [ f25g. Aording to Step 2 of ourveri�ation method, the presene of lause 25 in Pf proves, as desired, the mutual exlusionproperty for the N -proess Bakery Protool.6. Related Work and ConlusionsSeveral methods have been reently proposed for the veri�ation of parameterized systems, thatis, systems onsisting of an arbitrary number of �nite state proesses. Among them the methoddesribed in [23℄ is losely related to ours, in that it uses unfold/fold program transformationsfor generating indution proofs of safety properties of parameterized systems. However, ourpaper di�ers from [23℄ beause we use onstraint logi programs with loally strati�ed nega-tion to speify onurrent systems and their properties, while [23℄ uses de�nite logi programs.Correspondingly, we use a di�erent set of transformation rules. Moreover, we onsider systemswith an arbitrary number of in�nite state proesses and these systems are more general thanparameterized systems.



15.Now we reall the main features of some veri�ation methods based on (onstraint) logiprogramming, whih have been reently proposed in the literature.(i) The method desribed in [17℄ uses partial dedution and abstrat interpretation of logiprograms for verifying safety properties of in�nite state systems. (ii) The method presented in[13℄ uses logi programs with linear arithmeti onstraints and Presburger arithmeti to verifysafety properties of Petri nets. (iii) The method presented in [7℄ uses onstraint logi programsto represent in�nite state systems. This method an be applied to verify CTL properties of thosesystems by omputing approximations of least and greatest �xed points via abstrat interpreta-tion. (iv) The method proposed in [22℄ uses tabulation-based logi programming to eÆientlyverify �-alulus properties of �nite state transitions systems expressed in a CCS-like language.(v) The method desribed in [19℄ uses CLP with �nite domains, extended with onstrutivenegation and tabled resolution, for �nite state loal model heking.With respet to these methods (i){(v), the distintive features of our method are that: (1) wedeal with systems onsisting of an arbitrary number of in�nite state proesses, (2) we useCLP(WSkS) for their desription, and (3) we apply unfold/fold program transformations forthe veri�ation of their properties.Veri�ation tehniques for systems with an arbitrary number of in�nite state proesses havebeen presented also in the following papers.In [18℄ the authors introdue a proof tehnique whih is based on indution and model hek-ing. Proofs are arried out by solving a �nite number of model heking problems on a �niteabstration of the given system and they are mehanially heked. The tehnique is illustratedby proving that the N -proess Bakery Protool is starvation free.In [21℄ the author presents a proof of the mutual exlusion for the N -proess version of theTiket Protool [1℄ whih is uniform w.r.t. N and it is based on the Owiki-Gries assertionalmethod. The proof has been mehanially heked by using the Isabelle theorem prover.In [25℄ the author presents a proof of the mutual exlusion for the N -proess Bakery Protool.This proof is based on theorem proving, model heking, and abstration, so to redue theprotool itself to the ase of two proesses only.Similarly to the tehniques presented in the above three papers [18, 21, 25℄, eah step ofour veri�ation method an be mehanized, but the onstrution of the whole proof requiressome human guidane. However, in ontrast to [18, 21, 25℄ in our approah the parameter Nrepresenting the number of proesses is invisible. Moreover, we do not use indution on N isperformed and we do not perform any abstration on the set of proesses.More reently, in [4℄ the authors have presented an automated method for the veri�ation ofsafety properties of parameterized systems with unbounded loal data. The method, whih isbased on multiset rewriting and onstraints, is omplete for a restrited lass of parameterizedsystems.The veri�ation method presented in this paper is an enhanement of the rules+ strategiestransformation method proposed in [12℄ for verifying CTL properties of systems onsisting of a�xed number of in�nite state proesses. In partiular, Step 2 of our veri�ation method an beviewed as a strategy for the speialization of program PK enoding the system and the propertyof interest w.r.t. the goal init(X); sat (X;'). In [12℄ we proved the mutual exlusion propertyfor the 2-proess Bakery Protool by using CLP programs with onstraints expressed by linearinequations over real numbers. That proof an easily be extended to the ase of any �xednumber of proesses by using CLP programs over the same onstraint theory. Here, however,we proved the mutual exlusion property for the N -proess Bakery Protool, uniformly for anyN, by using CLP programs with onstraints over WSkS.



16.The proof of the mutual exlusion property for the N -proess Bakery Protool presented inSetion 5, was done by applying under some human guidane the transformation strategy ofSetion 4. Notie, however, that our veri�ation method an be made fully automati by addingto our CLP program transformation system MAP [10℄: (i) a solver for heking WSkS formulas,and (ii) suitable generalization funtions for introduing new de�nition lauses. For Point (i) wemay use existing solvers, suh as MONA [15℄. Point (ii) requires further investigation but webelieve that one an apply some of the ideas presented in [12℄ in the ase of systems onsistingof a �xed number of in�nite state proesses.As disussed in the Introdution, the veri�ation method we proposed in this paper, is tailoredto the veri�ation of safety properties for asynhronous onurrent systems, where eah transi-tion is made by one proess at a time. This limitation to asynhronous systems is a onsequeneof our assumption that eah transition from a system state X to a new system state Y is ofthe form Y = (X�fxg) [ fyg for some proess states x and y. In order to model synhronoussystems, where transitions may involve more than one proess at a time, we may relax thisassumption and allow transitions of the form Y = (X�A) [ B for some multisets of proessstates A and B. Sine these more general transitions whereby the number of proesses mayhange over time, an be de�ned by WSkS formulas, one might use our method for verifyingproperties of synhronous systems.Referenes[1℄ G. R. Andrews. Conurrent programming: priniples and pratie. Addison-Wesley, 1991.[2℄ K. R. Apt and R. N. Bol. Logi programming and negation: A survey. Journal of LogiProgramming, 19, 20:9{71, 1994.[3℄ K. R. Apt and D. C. Kozen. Limits for automati veri�ation of �nite-state onurrentsystems. Information Proessing Letters, 22(6):307{309, 1986.[4℄ M. Bozzano and G. Delzanno. Beyond parameterized veri�ation. In Proeedings of theEighth International Conferene on Tools and Algorithms for the Constrution and Anal-ysis of Systems (TACAS'02)", Leture Notes in Computer Siene 2280, pages 221{235.Springer, 2002.[5℄ R. M. Burstall and J. Darlington. A transformation system for developing reursive pro-grams. Journal of the ACM, 24(1):44{67, January 1977.[6℄ E. M. Clarke, O. Grumberg, and D. Peled. Model Cheking. MIT Press, 2000.[7℄ G. Delzanno and A. Podelski. Model heking in CLP. In R. Cleaveland, editor, 5thInternational Conferene on Tools and Algorithms for the Constrution and Analysis ofSystems (TACAS'99), Leture Notes in Computer Siene 1579, pages 223{239. Springer-Verlag, 1999.[8℄ H. Enderton. A Mathematial Introdution to Logi. Aademi Press, 1972.[9℄ S. Etalle and M. Gabbrielli. Transformations of CLP modules. Theoretial ComputerSiene, 166:101{146, 1996.[10℄ F. Fioravanti. MAP: A system for transforming onstraint logi programs. available athttp://www.iasi.rm.nr.it/~fioravan, 2001.
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